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Session goal

Your body needs sugar for energy

At the end of this session you will be able
to support your clients with
 Quick and healthy meal ideas
 Grocery store shortcuts
 Better take out options

Insulin + Sugar = Energy! 

Type 2 diabetes

The Healthy Plate

Not enough Insulin + Sugar = Fatigue 
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Making it happen


How to eat vs. what to eat
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Making it happen


3 meals and 2-3 snacks per day

Consistency vs. perfection



Healthier eating doesn’t have to be
fancy, complicated or expensive
Aim for:



Balanced meals in a flash




Scrambled eggs
Whole grain toast
Side salad

Balanced meals in a flash




Whole grain pita pizza – tomato
sauce, veggies and low fat cheese
Veggies and low fat dip (make extra
for tomorrow’s lunch!)

3 food groups at meals
2-3 food groups at snacks

Balanced meals in a flash




Countertop grilled chicken breast
Microwave ‘baked’ potato
Microwave steamed vegetables

Balanced meals in a flash




Cheese quesadilla (add some
leftover grilled chicken!)
Finish off that salad
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Compliment your meals with…


Fruit and milk/yogurt
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Grab and go snacks







Grocery store shortcuts


Prepared/quick foods:







Salads
Fruit/veg trays
Single serve hummus, cottage cheese,
brick cheese, hardboiled eggs
Ready made sandwich
Pizza crust

Fruit + cheese
Veggies + hummus
Yogurt + berries
Whole grain crackers + nut butter
Homemade muffin + hardboiled egg

Grocery store shortcuts


Frozen foods:






Vegetables and fruits
Lean burgers and meatballs
Fish
Falafel
Pre-portioned microwave dinners

Read the label!
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Some good websites


Where to find credible info online







Eatright Ontario
Diabetes Canada
Diabetes GPS
Dietitians of Canada
Heart and Stroke Foundation
Pulse Canada
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